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SOME INVARIANT cr-ALGEBRAS FOR

MEASURE-PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS

BY

PETER WALTERS

Abstract. For an invertible measure-preserving transformation T of a Lebesgue

measure space (X, 31, m) and a sequence A' of integers, a T-invariant partition aN(T)

of (X, M, tri) is defined. The relationship of these partitions to spectral properties of

T and entropy theory is discussed and the behaviour of the partitions aN(T) under

group extensions is investigated. Several examples are discussed.

0. Introduction. For an invertible measure-preserving transformation T of a

Lebesgue space (X, 38, m) and a sequence N={nx}?=, of integers we define a a-

algebra by s/N(T) = {A e 39 \ tn{Tn>AAA) -» 0}. Our aim is to study these cr-algebras.

In §1 we evaluate those elements of L\X, 38, m) which are measurable with respect

to £&N{T). The connections the algebras -p/n(T) have with discrete spectrum and

entropy theory are discussed in §2. Every ergodic T with discrete spectrum has

.stfN'T) = 38 for some sequence N and every T with <rfN(T) = 38 for some sequence N

has zero entropy. It turns out that the algebras ^N(T) have properties in common

with the (T-algebra generated by the eigenfunctions of T and also properties in

common with the a-algebra generated by all the finite algebras having zero entropy

relative to T. Some of these properties are noted in §3 which also contains remarks

on the relationship of the a-algebras j^N(T) to mixing properties of T. The behaviour

of the (j-algebras ^N{T) under group extensions is discussed in §4 and in §5 we use

Gaussian processes to give examples of weak mixing transformations with stfn = 38

for some sequence N. §6 is devoted to a discussion of further properties of the

algebras j^N(T).

Throughout Fwill denote an invertible measure-preserving transformation of a

Lebesgue space (X, 38, tri) [14]. Jf will denote the trivial u-algebra consisting of

those members of 39 with measure 0 or \.v will denote the trivial partition and e

will denote the partition into points of any Lebesgue space. Greek letters £, rj, £ etc.

will be used to denote measurable partitions. We shall use partitions and their

associated cr-algebras interchangeably. The factor space of X by £ will be denoted

by X/Z and if F£ = £ the factor transformation induced by Fon Xft, will be denoted

by Fc. If jrf denotes the a-algebra generated by the members of £ then L2(£) and

L2(s/) will both denote the collection of all elements of L\X, 38, m) measurable
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with respect to s/. In particular L2(e) and L\@) will stand for L2(X, SS, m). UT

will denote the unitary operator of L2(ß) defined byf^f° Fand || • ||2 will denote

the norm on an L2-space. We shall repeatedly use the spectral theorem which

implies that for each/e L2(ß) there is a Borel measure af on the unit circle K with

(Unf,f) = $K Xn dar(X) VneZ. K will always denote the unit circle. af is called the

spectral measure of/.

I would like to thank W. Parry for valuable discussions.

1. The a-algebras s/N(T). For a sequence TV={rtj} of integers let s/N(T)

= {AeSS\ m(TniAAA) -> 0}. We show below that s/N(T) is a a-algebra. The corre-

sponding partition will be denoted by aN(T). Let stf{T) = \JN stfN(T) (the refinement

is taken over all sequences TV of integers) and let a(T) denote the corresponding

partition. We have T^N(T)=^N(T), TaN(T) = aN(T), Trf(T)=s/(T) and Ta(T)

= a(T). When Tis understood we shall write s/N, aN,     and a.

Theorem 1. ssfN(T) is a o-algebra.

Proof. Clearly 0 e< Since TniX\A)A(X\A) = TnAAA js/n is closed under

complementation. $äN is finitely additive since if Ax, A2 £ stfN then

Tn>(A1 u A2)A(A1 u A2) c {T^AiAAJ u (Tn'A2AA2)

implies A1{u A2e stfN. It remains to show that if At e jtfN (J^ 1) and A1<^A2^A3

<= ■ ■ ■ then A = \Jj°=1 Ajes/N. Let £>0 be given. Choose j0 so that m(A\AjQ)<e.

Choose I so that i>/=* m(TnAioAAio)<e. Then

i > I => m(Tn<AAA) <> m(TniAATn>Aio) + m(TntA/oAAjo) + m(AioAA) < 3«.

Therefore A e jtfN and     is countably additive.

Our next aim is to show L\stfN{T)) = {fe L\3S) \ \\U^f-f\\2^0}.

Lemma 1. Let f e L2{ß) be real valued and nonconstant. Let N={n{} be a sequence

of integers. If |] Un>f-f\\2-> 0 then /"H^O^-^CO, where denotes the o-algebra

of Borel subsets of R.

Proof. Let b e R. Put B = {x\f{x)^b) and Be = {x \f(x) = b + e}. Let S>0 be

given. On T-n<B\Bs we have \f(Tn<x)-f(x)\and therefore m(TniB\Be) ~¥ 0 as

i-+oo. Since Be\B decreases with e and (]s>0 (Be\B) = 0, choose e0 so that m(BSo\B)

<S. Choose i0 so that />/0 implies m{T-n^B\Beo)<o. Then m{T~niB\B)

^m(T-niB\B£o) + m(BSo\B)<2o if i>i0. Therefore m(TniBAB)^0. We have

shown/-H-°°, b]estfN(T) and by Theorem \ f-\^)^^{T).   \ \

Theorem 2. L2LtfN{T))={feL2{3S) [ || Upf-f\\2 -> 0}.

Proof. Let denote the right-hand side. Certainly L2(jtfN(T))<= '. Suppose

/6 Jf\L2(s/N(T)). We can assume/is real valued since either the real or imaginary

part of /does not belong to L2LstfN{T)) but belongs to By Lemma 1 /_1C^)C

jrfN{T) (where   = Borel subsets of R) and hence/ e L2(s/N(T)), a contradiction.   | |
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Our aim is to study the algebras j&N(T). Of particular interest are those trans-

formations with stfN{T) = 3ä (aN(T) = e) for some sequence N, those with J&(T)

(a(T) = e) and those with s#(T)=jV («(F) = v). The condition s/N(T) = 38

means Tn' converges to the identity in the space of invertible measure-preserving

transformations of (X, 38, m) with the weak topology [6] or equivalently <7?'

converges to / in the space of unitary operators of L2(33) with the weak (or strong)

topology. The following result relates the property s?/N(T) = 38 to the maximal

spectral type of T. For the theory of spectral measures and types see [13].

Theorem 3. s/N(T) = 38 o \K | An« - 112 da(X) -> 0 where a denotes a finite measure

on K={z I |z| = 1} whose type is the maximal spectral type of T.

Proof. Suppose the right-hand side holds and h e L\a). We shall show

\k |^n' — 1 \2h(X) da(X) -> 0. Let S>0be given and choose hx, h2 so that h = h1 + h2, hx

is bounded (|/ii(A)| £e6 say) and J' \h2(\)\ do(\)<6.

if />/„ and ;0 is chosen so that i>i0 implies § \\n>—\\2 do(\)<8jc6. Hence

J |Ani-l|2/i(A)c/(r(A)^0. If feL2{38) the spectral measure <j, of / is absolutely

continuous with respect to a and by the above |j Unf-f\\| = J |A". - 112 daf(X) -> 0.

Hence f e L2(s^N(T)) and stfN(T) = 38.

Conversely if s/N(T) = 38 then choosing fe L2{3s) with spectral measure af of

maximal type we have J |An«— 112 daf(X)= \\ Unf-f\\2 -> 0. By the above, if a is any

measure whose type is the maximal spectral type of T then J |A"i— 112 da(\) 0.

2. Some properties of ,rfN(T). The simplest examples of transformations with

stfN = 38 are given by

Theorem 4. IfTis ergodic with discrete spectrum there exists a sequence N = {nt}

with s-/N(T) = 38.

Proof. We can suppose Fis an ergodic rotation Tx = ax on a compact abelian

group G [6, p. 48]. Choose N={n,} so that an> -> e the identity element of G. If y

is a character of G ]|U}'y — y\\2= \y(a"i)— 112 —>-0. Since the characters generate

L2(G) we have stfN{T) = 38.   \ \

Later we shall give more examples of transformations with ^ = ^.

The algebras ^N{T) are related to the work of Katok and Stepin [7] and Chacon

and Schwartzbauer [1] on approximation by periodic transformations. It is easily

checked that if T admits an approximation of the second kind by periodic trans-

formations (a.p.t.II) with speed o(l/n) in the sense of Katok and Stepin [7, p. 78]

then <£?{Pn)(T) = 38. Also if T admits an approximation by periodic automorphisms

in Chacon and Schwartzbauer's sense [1] then stflqn)(T) = 33.

n
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Now we discuss the relationship of the partitions aN(T) to entropy theory. The

notations for entropy are from [15]. Let 2£ denote the set of partitions with finite

entropy. Pinsker [12] has defined the maximum partition with zero entropy for T

as ir(T) = \J {ie2£ \ h(T, 0*0}. We have Ttt(T) = tt(T) and if>eJ? then v^MT)

if and only if h(T,r)) = 0. Using the concept of sequence entropy introduced by

Kushnirenko [8], one can define the maximum partition with zero A/-entropy for

P(for a sequence of integers TV) by ttn(T) = \/ {f e 2t \ hN(T, 0 = 0}. It is straight-

forward to check that T-nN{T) = nN(T) and if v e 2£ then r)£wN(T) if and only if

hN(T, -n) = 0. The main result of Kushnirenko's paper [8] implies ttx(T) = /\n rrN{T)

is the maximum partition for Psuch that the associated factor transformation has

discrete spectrum. In other words rr^T) is the partition generated by the eigen-

functions of T.

Theorem 5. For every sequence N of integers, aN(T)^Tr(T) and aN(T)^TrN(T).

Hence a(T)^<n-(T).

Proof. We first show aN(T) S rrN(T). Suppose $ is a finite partition and $ 5= aN(T).

We have

H(Tn^ V Tn^ v ■ • • V Tn«£)

S H(Tn^)+//(l/rni-n2|)+H(t/Tn2~n30+ ■ ■ •

so if H({/Tnk-i0 then hN{T, f)=0 and ££irK(T). But ^lni){T) = 38 implies

An, _x-ni){T) = 38 and this readily implies H(£/Tn>-> --> 0. Hence aN{T) S^(JT).

Similarly «N(P)^7r(r) since if ^aN(P) is finite h(T, f) = #(f/Vn = i ^n£)

glinw //(i/r"<a = o.

Corollary 5.1. A(raw(r))=0, AN(rawOT)=0 a/irf A(re(T)) = 0.

By Theorem 4 we know there exists a sequence N such that ttx{T)^aN'T). This

and Theorem 5 indicate that the partitions aN(T) may inherit some of the properties

of tt^'T) and some of the properties of 7r(P). This is shown to be so in the later

sections.

Theorem 6. (a) C]N s^N{T) is the a-algebra of T-invariant members of 38.

(b) The class of invertible measure-preserving transformation with srfN = 38 is

closed under (i) factors, (ii) countable direct products, and (iii) inverse limits. In fact

(iii) can be strengthened to the property.

if L/ f and T$n = £„, T£ = $, then aN(Tin) / a„(Ts).

Proof, (a) Let ,4 e r)nj*N(T). Then m(TAAA)^m(Tn + XAAA) + m(A AP\4)-^0.

(b) (i) is trivial.

(ii) Let T act on (X(, 38iy mt) and let T00=Yl^iTi acting on (X,38,m)

= ili°=i ffiu &u >«t). Assume jtfN(Ti) = 3#i for each i. It is easy to show that each

measurable rectangle is in s^N{Tx) and hence ^liiJ^) = ^.
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(iii) It suffices to take £ = e. Let feL2(aN(T)) and put fn = E(f/£n), where

E(f/£n) is the conditional expectation of/relative to the a-algebra generated by £„.

Then ||/-/»1|a -> 0 and || UpJn-fn\\2£ || U?f-f\\2 -+ 0. Hence /„ e L2(aN(Tfn)) and

«w(7?„) -> «*(/<)•

Let ~W denote the class of invertible measure-preserving transformations of

(X, m) with the weak topology [6]. W is a complete metric space and hence has

the Baire property that a countable intersection of open dense sets is dense. From

Theorem 1.1 of [7] it follows that the collection of all transformations with stfN = 33

for some A^ contains a dense G6 in the space W. Since the weak-mixing transforma-

tions form a dense G6 in W ([6]) it follows that the class of all weak-mixing trans-

formations with s#N = 3$ for some N contains a dense G6 in iV. It follows from this

and the next theorem that the class of weak-mixing transformations which are not

strong-mixing contains a dense Gö in W.

3. Mixing properties.   An example of a property of aN(T) inherited from rrm{T)

is

Theorem 7. There are no nonconstant mixing functions in L2(s/N(T)) (i.e.

(UZfJ)^(fi \)(\,f)forfeL2(s/N(T)) impliesf= constant).

Proof. If (£/?/,/) -> (f l%l,f) and fe L2«(F)) then (/,/) = (/, 1)(1,/) and /
is constant.

Corollary 7.1. Tanm has singular spectrum.

Proof. If the spectrum is not singular there exists /e L2(jh?n(T)) with absolutely

continuous spectral measure af. Then ((7?//) = /A" t/cr^A)-> 0 by the Riemann-

Lebesgue lemma and since (Upfif) -> ||/||| we have f=0.

Corollary 7.2. If T is totally ergodic with quasi-discrete spectrum then aN(T)

= 7T»(P) far all sequences N and there exists a sequence N with aN(T) = TrOD(T).

Hence a{T) = rrx(T).

Proof. L2(e)=L2(TTa>(T))©Jtr where UTJf = J^ and UT\3f has Lebesgue

spectrum. Let/e L2(aN(T)) and f=f +f2, f e Z/WT)), f2 e Jf. Then || U$'f-f\\ 1

= II U&i -A III + II tiff, -Ml implies/ e L2(aN(T)) and/2 e L2(aN(T)). By Theorem
7/2 = 0 and hence aN(T) = ira(T). The rest of the corollary follows from Theorem

4- II
Later we shall give examples of weak-mixing transformations with stfN(T) = 3S

for some N. Consideration of j#(T) gives an interesting connection with mixing.

We first give a definition.

Definition 1. T is intermixing if whenever m(A)>0 and m(B)>0, A, Be SS,

we have lim inf^» m{TnA n 5)>0.

Friedman and Ornstein [2] give examples of intermixing transformations which

are not strong-mixing.
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Theorem 8.

T strong-mixing 2 T intermixing => stf{T) = Jf %T weak-mixing.

Proof. T strong-mixing => T intermixing is clear. The example of Friedman and

Ornstein mentioned above shows the converse is false. If T is intermixing and

0 < m(A) < 1, As 38, then lim infn^ m m(TnA n Ac) > 0 and so A $ s/N(T) for any

sequence N. Therefore stf(T) = ^V. Theorem 4 shows .s>/(T) = ^V => T weak-mixing,

and the converse is false by the examples of §5.   | |

We do not know if s/(T) = ^V implies Fis intermixing. Pinsker [12] has shown

that if T£—$ and tt(T() = v then 7r(F) and f are independent partitions. We shall

show the corresponding result for the partitions aN(T). Two Borel measures (or

types of measures) on the unit circle K will be called singular modulo {1} if their

restrictions to K—{1} are singular.

Theorem 9.1f3f is a UT-invariant subspace of L2{38) with L2LtfN{T)) n 3V = {0}

or the constants, then the maximal spectral types of UT\L2(-s/N(T)) and UT\^f are

singular modulo {1}.

Proof. Let a be a measure with type equal to the maximal spectral type of

Taiim and P a measure with type the maximal spectral type of UT\J*(?. If cr and rt

are not singular modulo {1} there exists a measure t not concentrated on {1} with

t ^ a and t ^ fx. As in the proof of Theorem 3, j* | An> — 112 dr —> 0. Let ge^f have

spectral measure r. g is not constant and jj (V^'g — g||| = j |A"<— 112 dr —► 0 so

g £ L2(srfN(T)), a contradiction.

The next corollary is the analogue of the result of Pinsker mentioned above.

Corollary 9.1. Suppose T£ = $ and aN(F{) = v. Then £ and aN(T) are independent

partitions.

Proof. By Theorem 9, Tf and Tasm have singular types mod {1}. Let/e L2(aN(T))

and g e L2{£) both have integral zero. Then/and g have singular spectral types and

hence are orthogonal [13, p. 124].

Corollary 9.2. If aN(T) = e then T is disjoint from all strong-mixing transforma-

tions. (For the definition of disjointness see [3].)

Proof. By Theorem 8 and Corollary 9.1.

This corollary is a strengthening of Theorem 7. The converse to Corollary 9.2

is false since the transformation of the 2-torus F(z, w) = (e2"iaz, zw), where a is

irrational, is disjoint from all strong-mixing transformations [3] and yet a(T)^e by

Corollary 7.2 since Fis totally ergodic with quasi-discrete spectrum.

4. Group extensions. We now investigate how the partitions aN(T) behave under

group extensions.
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Theorem 10. Let G be a compact abelian metric group acting as a group of

measure-preserving transformations of (X, 38, m) such that gT= Tg. Let £(G) denote

the partition of X into orbits of G. If aN(T(m) = v then Tail(T) is conjugate to a rotation

on a factor group of G. (The triviality of this factor group means aN(T) = v and this

will occur if T is weak-mixing.)

Proof. gT=Tg implies gaN(T) = aN{T) and so G acts on X/aN(T). We first show

that G acts ergodically on X/aN(T). Let £(<7, N) denote the partition of X deter-

mined by the partition of the space X/aN(T) into orbits of G. Then |(C7, N) g £(G)

and so aN(TUG.m) = v. But £(G, N)^aN(T) and therefore £(G, N)=v, That Ta„m is

conjugate to a rotation on a factor group of G follows from Lemma 3 of [11].

Results of this nature have been proved about tt(F) by Parry [11] and Thomas

[17].

Corollary 10.1. Suppose T is totally ergodic and G is a finite group acting as

measure-preserving transformations of (X,38,m) so that gT=Tg for each g e G.

//a»(W = " then aN(T) = v.

Proof. By Theorem 10, X/aN(T) is a finite space and the total ergodicity of T

implies it is one point. Hence aN(T) = v.

Let G be a compact connected abelian metric group which acts freely as a group

of homeomorphisms on a compact metric space X. Let T: A'—>- X be a homeo-

morphism with gT=Tg for every g e G. Suppose T and G preserve a measure m

defined on the completion of the Borel subsets of X. T induces a homeomorphism

TG: X/G-+X/G of the orbit space and every lift of Ta to X is of the form

x -> <f>(x)T(x) where <f> e C0(X, G) = {<f>: X^ G \ <f> is continuous and <f>(gx) = cp(x)

Vg e G, x e X} [4]. CQ(X, G) becomes a complete metric space when endowed with

the metric D((f>, >l>) = suPxex d(<p(x), <A(x)) where d is an invariant metric for G. Ta

preserves the measure on X/G determined by m and the maps x -> <f>(x)T(x) pre-

serve the measure m. An (unpublished) result of Jones and Parry announced in [4]

states that if TG is weak-mixing the set of <f> making x -*■ <j>(x)Tx weak-mixing

contains a dense Gö in C0(X, G). From this, Theorem 8 and Theorem 10 we conclude

Corollary 10.2. (i) If aN(TG) = v and TG is weak-mixing the set of <f>e C0(X, G)

having the property that x —s- <f>(x)Tx has aN = v contains a dense Gö in C0(X, G).

(ii) If a(TG) = v the set of <p e C0{X,G) having the property that x -> </>(x)T(x)

has a = v contains a dense G6 in C0(X, G).

We now consider the problem of extending a transformation with aN = e to

obtain one with the same property. We shall consider only extensions by Z2

= {1, — 1}. The measure on Z2 is always taken to be the measure giving weight \

to each point.

Theorem 11. Let (Y,1f,p) be a Lebesgue space and let X=YxZ2. Define

T:X->X by T(y, e) = (Sy, <f>(y)e) where S: Y^ Y is measure-preserving and
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<j>: Y^-Z2 is measurable. If stfN{S) = '£ then

•W) ~ aoMyW^yW'-*?)- -<Ky) = -l})->0.

Proof. Suppose s/N(T) = ss and take f(y, e) = e. Then

jl<p(S">-iy)---<p(y)-l\2dr,(y)= \\ U&-f\\ -> 0 asi-xx,

and hence v-({y\<p(Sni-1y)- ■ -<p(y)= - 1})^ 0.

Conversely if this condition holds, the above function / belongs to L2LsfN{T))

and hence stfN(T) = 38.   | |

We use this in the following theorem the proof of which comes from ideas in [7].

Theorem 12. Let T: KxZ2 -» KxZ2 be defined by T(z, e) = (e2niaz, <f>(z)e) where

<f>{z) = -1   ;/argz ^ y27r
(0 < y < 1).

= 1      // arg z > y27r

Thens/N(J) = 88 if there exist integers pt and even integers rt with (pt, nt)= 1, \a—pxlnx\

= o(l/nf) and |y-rt/H,| =o{l/«t)-

Proof. For the proof we shall consider the circle group K as the additive group

[0, 1) with addition modulo 1. Set

<pi(x) = <f>(x)<f>(a + x) ■ ■ l)a + x)

and

**(*) = ^(x)<A(A/«i + *)- • ■<p{{{ni-\)lni)pi + x);

{x\Ux) = -1} <= {x\<pf(x) = -1} u {x\Mx) *

Let fi denote Lebesgue measure on [0, 1).

nt-l

n({x\<f>i(x) # &*(*)}) =^ 2 pW"^^*) ^ <pUpM + x)}
1=0

= 2 Uß-iW».l = l)/2)o(l/n,a)^0.

If «;y —rt^0 then

^f(x) = (-iy. + 1   if fox} ^ Hjy-rj,

= (-l)r<      if fox} > n.y-r,.

If Hjy — rf<0 then

#<(x) = (-l)r<     if fax} < l+w.y-r,,

= (-F/i-1  if{«,x} > l+^y-r,.

Therefore

rt({x I = -1}) = ix({x I {n;x} ̂  «iy-rj U {x I {ntx} > 1 -hMiy-rJ)

^ 2\nty — r,\ -> 0 as/—>co.

Hence fi({x | <£((x) = — 1}) —> 0 as i-^oo and ^N(T) = 88 by Theorem 11.   | |
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5. Further examples. In this section we shall consider some weak-mixing

transformations with stfN = 3$ for some N. Fwill be the shift generated by a station-

ary Gaussian process. Let X=Y\1<B R, the product <r-algebra generated by the

Borel subsets of R and let p, denote the y'th coordinate function. Hence if x = {xn}

then pj(x) = Xj. One assigns a probability measure to (X, c€) by requiring that {pj}

be a stationary Gaussian process with covariance sequence R{n) where R(ri)

= jK Xn dix(X) and xx is a finite measure on the unit circle K symmetric with respect

to the real axis, li is called the covariance measure of the process. Let Sd denote

the completion of ^ and let the measure on 8fi be m. Fis then defined by Pi-i(x)

=Pi(Tx), and is an invertible measure-preserving transformation of (X, &H, tri).

Hence every symmetric finite Borel measure on K is the covariance measure of a

stationary Gaussian process.

Theorem 13. Let T be the shift on a stationary Gaussian process with covariance

measure li. Then sfN(T) = 3S o f | Ani -112 rfxx(A) 0.

Proof. Suppose j*n(T) =®. J" | A"< -112 Jxx(A) = || U}'px -px \ \ -> 0. Conversely

j I An< -112 dix{X) 0 implies px e L2(jrfN(T)) and hence pk e L2(j/n(F)) for each k

and hence L\s4N<T))=L\3&).   \ \

Theorem 14. Let ^ be a continuous symmetric finite measure concentrated on

D u D~x where D is a Kronecker subset of K. Let T be the shift on the Gaussian

process determined by li. Then T is weak-mixing and j^N{T) = äS for some sequence N

(and hence is not strong-mixing or intermixing).

Proof. The conclusion about mixing is in [10]. We have

(*        |A"-1|2^(A) ^ f |A"-l|24x(A)+f lA^-ll2^)
JDuD~1 jd Jd-1

= 2j* |A"-1|2^(A).

Let et 0 and for each i choose nx eZ with sup2eD 11 — zn'| < et. This is possible

since D is a Kronecker set. Then J"D [A"i—1|2 djx(X) < effx(D) —>■ 0 as /—>• 00. There-

fore stfN(T) = 36 by Theorem 13 if N={nt}.   \ \

We also note the following

Theorem 15. If S is an invertible measure-preserving transformation with <xN(S)

= e and S does not have discrete spectrum there exists a weak-mixing shift T of a

stationary Gaussian process with aN(T) = e.

Proof. Let /xs denote a measure having type equal to the maximal spectral type

of S\ lis can be chosen symmetric with respect to the real axis. Let /x be its continuous

part which is nontrivial (by the assumption that S does not have discrete spectrum)

and is symmetric. By the proof of Theorem 3, since /x« lis we have jK | An> — 11 dfj.(X)

-> 0. So letting T be the shift defined on the Gaussian process with covariance
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measure it we obtain a transformation with aN(T) = e by Theorem 13, and Pis

weak-mixing since it is a continuous measure [9].

Other examples of weak-mixing transformations with srfN = 3$ for some N are

constructed in [7] by taking transformations induced from rotations of the unit

circle.

6. Problems. We now discuss whether properties of ergodic transformations

with discrete spectrum carry over to ergodic transformations with aN(T) = e for

some N. Ergodic transformations with discrete spectrum have simple spectrum

and this may account for the fact that some properties do not carry over. We first

note that if Pis ergodic and aN(T) = e then Pneed not have simple spectrum, for

we could choose T weak-mixing and then Px Pdoes not have simple spectrum but

is ergodic and aN(Tx T) = e (Theorem 6).

If T is ergodic with discrete spectrum then T is coalescent, i.e. if S is measure-

preserving and ST=ts then S is invertible. All transformations with simple

spectrum have this property but it does not hold for all ergodic Pwith aN(T) = e.

Let T acting as (X, SS, m) be weak-mixing and aN(T) = e then P„ = JT( = i T acting

on Y=Y\tLi Xis ergodic with aN(Tm) = e but commutes with the 1-sided shift with

state space X.

The main result of [1] is that if T admits an approximation by periodic automor-

phisms (in the sense of Chacon and Schwarzbauer) and if S is an invertible measure-

preserving transformation commuting with T there exists a sequence {_/'„} of integers

such that m(T'"A ASA) —> 0 for every Ae 3S. This property is, of course, true for an

ergodic T with discrete spectrum since every measure-preserving transformation

commuting with an ergodic rotation of a compact abelian group is itself a rotation.

It is not true in general for ergodic transformations with aN = e as the following

example shows. Let T acting on (X, SS, tri) be weak-mixing with aN(T) = e. Put

r„=n"-i t, xx=n?= i x, *.=n".i  »?„=nr.i m, s-n,i, r*. tx and s
both act on Xa, aN(T„) = e and Tks=STlo. However there is no sequence {y„} with

mx(T^AASA) -> 0 for all A e3Sx. However if T admits an approximation by

periodic automorphisms in Chacon and Schwartzbauer's sense then T has simple

spectrum and so we could pose the following problem that we have been unable

to solve. If T has simple spectrum and aN(T) = s for some N and if S is an invertible

measure-preserving transformation with ST=TS then does there exist a sequence

{jn} of integers with m(T'»AASA)    0 for every A e 3S1

Another property enjoyed by an ergodic transformation Pwith discrete spectrum

is that if S is measure-preserving and ST=TS then s/m(s) = @ for some sequence

M. It is possible that if T has simple spectrum and s4N{T) = 8i for some sequence TV

then each measure-preserving transformation S commuting with Phas s/M(S) = 3§

for some sequence M. This is false if the condition of simplicity of the spectrum

of Pis replaced by ergodicity since we could take Pto be the 2-sided direct product

of a weak-mixing transformation with s/N = @ and then P commutes with the

2-sided shift S which is invertible and s/M(S) =    for every sequence M(Theorem 8).
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Another property of ergodic transformations with discrete spectrum is that

{B e 88 I (B, X\B) is a generator} is dense in the metric space 88 (mod 0) with the

symmetric difference metric [16]. This is also true for totally ergodic transforma-

tions with quasi-discrete spectrum [5]. We have been unable to decide whether it is

true for ergodic T with jrfN(T) = 88 for some N.

1. Noninvertible transformations. Suppose now that T is a noninvertible

measure-preserving transformation of a Lebesgue space (X, 88, m). If we define

ji/N(T) = {Ae88 \ m(T-niAAA)^0} for a sequence N={ni}?L1 of nonnegative

integers and let <xN(T) denote the corresponding partition, then T~1aN(T) ^aN(T)

and one can show, as in the proof of Theorem 5, that aN(T)^ir(T) for each se-

quence N. Since T„m is an invertible measure-preserving transformation with zero

entropy we have T~1aN(T) = aN(T) mod 0 for each sequence N. Hence to study the

algebras aN(T) for a noninvertible T it suffices to study aN(TMT)) for the invertible

transformation T„m.
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